
Location & Dates
San Marcos (Texas). November 23rd - 30th 

Athletes
-Development paddlers: Oran Huff, Katie Frankhouser, Teagan Johnson, Sage Donelly, 
Chase Ganim, James Deboise
-High  Performance  athletes:  Spencer  Huff,  Will  Coggan,  Ethan  Putnam,  Chelsea 
Easley, Charlie Kieft.

Coaches
Jordi Domenjó Cadefau

Volunteers
Russ Huff, Amy Johnson, Stephanie Viselly, James Stuart

Others
Merrylinn Artmann, John Putnam (cooks)

Objectives

Techical 

Objectives

(High Performance 

and 

Development 

groups)

-Internal  factors evaluation (posture /  strokes /  core linking /  gliding,...)  and development of  the  

weakest ones.

-Review and deveopment of basic slalom manouvers: offsets, all sorts of upstream gates, reverse  

gates, merano, dives, back ferry) 

-Development of directional balance in moving water. 

-Cross class training: C1/K1/C2

-Increase technical investigation work. Experiment, play as much as you can.

-Increase consistency in easy maneuvers.

-Increase dynamic balance work, in and out of the boat.

-Increase gliding ability (important work with regard to the research of uniform speed) 

Physiological

Objectives

(High Performance 

group + 

Teagan, and Sage )

-Development of aerobic power -in the boat and out of the boat-.

-Maintenance of aerobic endurance -in the boat and out of the boat-.

-Strength development – calisthenics and functional strenght program.

-Flexibility and mobility development –  stretching  and self-massage lessons (Stephanie)

-Active and passive recovery:  realization of  the importance of  it  with regard of  getting the best  

possible benefits out of our workouts.

-Nutrition: be on top of it to get performance results and optimal recovery.

Mental

Objectives

(High Performance 

and 

Development 

groups)

-Set-up of clear, specific goals with regard to this training camp and organize yourself to get them.

-Awareness, motivation, positive approach to physical training.

-Optimize all water specific sessions: set clear objectives and evaluate them.

-Development of an important practice of consistency in the water specific sessions regardless of the 

weather.

-Research of quality and fun in each specific water session.

-Maintenance of an important research practice in white water in various maneuvers.

-Work on your protocol for competition: preparation and execution. Find the best state of mind to  

face competition: active, relaxed, motivated, focused, prepared, self-confident and eager to have fun.



Highlights/ Successes
-The kids learned the work system really quickly and this allowed high quality sessions 
from the very beginning.
-The fact of being all  of us under the same roof and the house location, 5 minutes 
paddling to the slalom course, was a huge success because this allowed the athletes to 
stay focused troughout the camp, minimize the time losses and increase the training 
time, not only in the water but also at the house: video review, stretching, functional  
fitness workouts,...
-Excellent  work  of  the  chaperones:  airport  rides,  cooking,  video  shooting  and 
downloading  all  the  footage  to  the  Team  Hard  Drive,  timing  and  scoring,  physical  
therapy,... allowing the coach to spend a lot of quality time to work with the athletes.
-The kids loved taking the wednesday afternoon off  to go play Kayak Polo with the 
Austin Aquabats and to go out for dinner. This allowed them to take a deep breath and 
re-focus for the last 4 water practices of the camp.

Challenges
During the morning sessions, in which all the athletes paddled at the same time, the 
challenge  was  to  make  all  the  necessary  adaptations  in  terms  of  communication, 
alternative courses, volume and intensity, so the practice was significant, enjoyable, fun 
and worthwhile for every individual regardless of their age / skill level.

Key Learning Points/ Future Improvements
The first couple of morning workouts, where all the athletes trained at the same time, 
turned out to be not properly organized with regard to everyone understanding what  
they were supposed to do.  There was not  enough clarity  in the initial  briefings,  the 
feedback  from  the  coach  wasn't  correctly  structured  (specially  with  regard  to  the 
development athletes) and the adaptations were not well calibrated. 

Budget / Expenses estimation



Schedule
-TCWR training plan, November 18th to 24th (only the weekend is part of the camp)



-TCWR training plan, November 25th to December 1st



Results
-R3 Full Runs (Race simulation), November 27th 

-R2 Anaerobic Threshold fulls, November 28th 

-R3 Confrontational Five by Five, November 28th 



-R3 Full Runs (Race simulation), November 29th
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